Success Story:

Miami Fort Generating Station
How moving from paper to digital rounds helped plant
managers improve equipment reliability and avoid a
failure that could have cost $1.5 million per day

At a Glance

The Challenge
Operators at the Miami Fort Generating Station performed rounds
manually and collected reams of data that no one ever reviewed.
This increased the plant’s risks of equipment failures and downtime.

The Solution
AssetSense built the plant’s custom digital rounds in just two
weeks. Now, operators can monitor equipment and perform
predictive maintenance-helping the plant avoid forced outages,
loss of production, and costly breakdowns.

The Results
• A 50% increase in completed rounds
• Cost savings by avoiding expensive failures
and unplanned downtime
• Improved communications between plant personnel

The Customer: Miami Fort
Generating Station
The Miami Fort Generating Station is a dual-fuel power generating
facility located in North Bend, Ohio. The plant has approximately 140
employees and is owned by Vistra Energy, Inc.

The Challenge: Reduce the Risk of
Costly Equipment Failures
One of the biggest challenges for power plant executives is keeping their equipment upand-running at all times.
The costs of unplanned downtime can be staggering. According to a study by Vanson
Bourne , a major outage on an industrial-critical asset can cost up to $2 million per day. In
fact, the average coal plant is unable to provide power 15 percent of the time. Despite
these risks, 70 percent of companies lack insights into when equipment is due for
maintenance, upgrades, or replacement.
Joe Riestenberg, Productions Manager at the Miami Fort Station, wanted deeper insights
into his plant’s assets so he could avoid costly downtime. To do this, he took a hard look at
how plant operators collected equipment data.
At the Miami Fort Generating Station, operators performed rounds manually and logged
equipment data on paper. They stored this data in filing cabinets where, every so often,
they would unload the files and put them into storage.
Basically, no one looked at the data.

“Not analyzing the data increased our risks of downtime and equipment failures,”
said Riestenberg. “We were paying operators to collect all this information, but
we weren’t using it to improve the reliability of our equipment.”
Riestenberg wanted to transition from paper-based data collection to a digital system that
would provide value. He had been promoting digital rounds to others in his company for
years and knew that he needed to make it work.
Riestenberg had tried giving operators a device they could carry and use to scan equipment.
However, operators thought it was cumbersome and had trouble getting it to work.

The Solution : User-Friendly
Asset Performance Monitoring
That Helps Operators Proactively
Find and Fix Problems
Riestenberg began his search for a more user-friendly solution and found AssetSense through Google.
AssetSense is a modern asset performance monitoring platform that improves equipment reliability in
the power generation sector. It enhances plant efficiencies, provides assurance that assets work, and
protects against costly failures. It includes predictive analytics and enterprise-class mobile apps that
make it easier for operators to perform digital rounds.

Riestenberg decided to demo AssetSense C2-O2 Enterprise, as it offered:
•

Real-time feedback and alerts. If equipment data was outside its normal range, AssetSense would
automatically send operators real alerts. These notifications would allow them to perform predictive
maintenance and fix issues before they impacted the plant’s operations.

•

Integration with the plant’s process information (PI) historian. Plant operators and engineers
needed a seamless access to rounds data from OSI PI system. In collaboration with OSISoft,
AssetSense developed an interfacing application (APA) that transfers data between the Historian and
the AssetSense C2 platform. This integration allows plant managers to view all of their equipment data
from any platform of their choice.

•

Integration with Corporate Controlled Single-Sign-on System. Security in the power generation
sector is of paramount importance. Corporate security governance team required AssetSense C2 to
offer multi-factor enabled single-sign-on capabilities so that their security team has full control over
the access rights to the system. AssetSense provided a fully integrated interface with the two most
common cloud security platforms - Okta and SecureAuth. This made it possible for them to login to
AssetSense apps using the same password that they use for other internal systems.

•

A user-friendly tool. Traditional technologies are a pain to set up and often not worth the risk, as
employees may not adopt them. This is especially true if a workforce is aging or not tech-savvy.
Riestenberg knew that operators would have problems completing rounds if their technology was too
complex. He chose AssetSense, as it offered powerful asset performance monitoring features without
sacrificing usability.

•

On-demand insights into plant operations. In the past, the plant’s managers could only give
operators feedback on their rounds if they looked at the data on paper. With AssetSense, managers
can quickly spot issues and ask operators to troubleshoot them.

“You can’t prevent a failure if you don’t know what’s going on with your equipment.
AssetSense isn’t just another app-it’s a critical tool that helps you understand your
assets’ health and improve the reliability of your equipment.”
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The Implementation:
Fully Customized Digital Rounds in Just 2 Weeks
A daunting task for anyone switching from paper to digital rounds is the time it takes to create
the new rounds. AssetSense completed this phase in just two weeks.
“Building the new rounds didn’t place a tremendous workload on us,” said Riestenberg.
“We have limited resources at the plant and appreciated how quickly AssetSense
developed and customized our digital rounds.”
The Miami Fort Generating Station required customizations to make the plant more efficient
and improve operator engagement. For example, AssetSense built the ability for the plant to
select notifications for each asset. That way, coal yard operators will only get alerts about the
equipment they manage. If they get alerts for every piece of machinery in the plant, they will
start to ignore messages. But since they only get relevant notifications, they pay attention and
take action.
“We have a very creative group at Miami Fort, and they threw many curve balls at AssetSense,”
said Riestenberg. “In response, AssetSense did a great job meeting our requirements. Their
ability to give us a custom-tailored solution sets them apart from their competition.”

The Results:
Operators Are
Completing 50%
More Rounds
The Miami Fort Generating Station has
been using AssetSense for more than
three years, with 60+ employees
relying on it for their daily rounds.
“After our prior attempt with digital rounds,
I wasn’t sure if our operators would adopt
AssetSense,” said Riestenberg.
“But we haven’t had any problems getting them to use it. In fact, they comment on how much they
like the tool and how easy it is to use.”

During that time, the plant has achieved the following results:
•

Improved operator morale. In the past, operators knew that no one looked at their data. Now, they see
that managers use their information and understand how their work makes an impact.

•

Operators increased their rounds by 50% (and got more accurate data). Since operators see the
value in their work, they take their rounds more seriously and do better surveillance of the equipment.

•

The prevention of equipment failures. Operators are finding issues with equipment early on and
taking proactive steps to prevent downtime .For example, plant managers used asset performance
monitoring to prevent a failure in a boiler feed pump. This piece of equipment is the plant’s most critical
pump and can cost millions in lost production for every hour that it is down.
In the past, Vistra Energy had faced a similar failure with a boiler feed pump at its Simmer plant in
Moscow, Ohio. The 1350 MW coal-fired plant was forced to shut down for two weeks while waiting for a
replacement pump, as its boiler and steam turbine system couldn’t operate without one. Since the
average wholesale price of a KWH is $50, it is estimated that the plant lost $1.5 million per day—or $25
million during the two-week outage. In addition to lost revenue, Vistra Energy incurred labor costs for
the removal and replacement of the pump, as well as the cost of the new pump itself.
With AssetSense, plant managers at Miami Fort immediately caught the problem with their boiler feed
pump. Digital rounds revealed that the pump’s discharge pressure wasn’t at the right level. The pump
had a broken shaft, and plant managers were able to get it out of service before it caused a catastrophe.
“I was extremely happy that we didn’t need to go through a similar failure,” said Riestenberg. “I
promoted AssetSense to other plants so that they could also boost their efficiencies and prevent
downtime.”

•

Give other Vistra Energy sites greater visibility. Other plants in the Vistra Energy family can also use
AssetSense dashboards to review rounds and make sure that operators are performing their due
diligence.
“With AssetSense, we have data at our fingertips and no longer need to search through paper files,”
said Mark Bradley, Plant/Operations Manager, Vestry Baldwin Energy Station. “These insights have
improved efficiencies across several of our locations.”

Timothy Roy, Production Manager, Kendall Energy added, “In the past, we logged our
rounds on paper, and sheets often went missing. Now, we can use tablets or our phones to
take readings and view historical trends. Having fast access to this data is useful for
reducing our maintenance costs, as we can see if a piece of machinery is in need of repairs
before we have an expensive failure.”
“Our real financial benefits come from preventing equipment failures and outages,” said
Riestenberg. “With AssetSense, we can now analyze data and fix problems before they
impact our operations.”
Riestenberg plans to expand the plant’s use of AssetSense to enhance equipment reliability further. For
example, he will use an AssetSense dashboard to improve communications between the coal yard and
plant operators. That way, plant operators will have real-time insights into what they are burning so that
they can optimize the combustion process and increase the reliability of the boilers.

Riestenberg’s Top 3 Tips on
How to Increase Equipment
Reliability and Avoid Costly Failures

1. Perform a detailed analysis of your rounds.
If you’re transitioning from paper to digital rounds, you have an opportunity to do a
detailed analysis and decide what info you need to collect. You will likely discover that
you’re logging too much data and can save time by cleaning your rounds.

2. Let operators test your tools in the real world.
It’s important to let users test your asset performance monitoring tool. Running a pilot
program lets you see how operators will use your tool in the real world before you
invest in new technology.
Riestenberg also knew that to drive adoption, he needed to give operators a userfriendly tool that fit in their pocket. We boosted employee engagement by providing
them with iPhones to collect data,” said Riestenberg. “If something goes wrong in the
plant, they will get an alert on their iPhone and can troubleshoot problems
immediately.”

3. Choose the right partner.
Don’t underestimate the time it takes to build digital rounds. Finding the right partner
can help you get this done quickly-without placing a substantial burden on your
limited in-house resources. Look for a partner who can also customize your rounds to
meet your needs.

Do You Want to
Achieve Similar Results?
Discover how to improve your equipment’s reliability and reduce
your risks of downtime. Try AssetSense RISK-FREE today.

